What famous people say about Your Cat’s Lifetime Horoscope:

We devoted our whole life to form and train various cat breeds. For a long time we couldn't explain why
only some cat breeds are able to entertain. Nor could we understand why some fear bright light, why
music can bring them to a state of panic and yet, on familiar territory, they all behave similarly.
On reading Your Cat's Lifetime Horoscope, it becomes clear that cats act differently because of their
personalities. This book gave us the key to understanding the nature of cats. Looking up our archives of
cats' pedigrees and passports, we accurately verified the astrological characteristics in the book and in
our own documents; we were thrilled by the accurate picture of each cat's sign of the Zodiac.
For example, all the “flocky workers” who successfully work on the stage are Sagittarius and Aquarius
cats. Good actors, they like to eat and rejoice. Cancers and Pisces sit on the stage and watch the show.
Virgo cats are very neat and clean. Libra cats, “good soldiers,” like to walk in line and are very good in
mass scenes. Leo cats want caresses and attention.
We noticed on tours that various types of cats responded uniquely when their surrounding changed;
Pisces and Libra cats couldn't eat or sleep in the new places. They'd sniff the food; wander around until
finding the best place for a quiet sleep.
If you still don't have a favorite cat and want to own one, read this book. You'll find everything about the
character of your cat. This book is for you, my friend!
–Yuri and Dmitry Kuklachev
Clown Yuri Kuklachev, founder/director of the famed Moscow Cats Theatre and acclaimed in the
Moscow Circus Arena, using carefully selected cats, has thrilled audiences internationally.
This book has a unique appeal to the millions of pet owners in the USA and overseas.
–Lee Solters, noted 'old school' Broadway and Hollywood press agent.
Great health tips. Perfectly matches with my patients. I highly recommend this book.
–Yuliya Zyablykh, D.V.M.
These animated creatures move across your vision so irresistibly lovable.
They are masterpieces of creative art. Brilliantly executed. You’ll never tire
of these delightful pets, that echo the spirit of your own.
–Mara Devereux, internationally renowned abstract painter.

What famous people say about Your Dog’s Lifetime Horoscope:

To have comfort in our lives, what do we really need? We need to be loved sincerely – no matter what!
Some, eager to be not merely in love but to be loved, might suffer when love is unrequited. And not
surprisingly – despite searching for happiness among family and friends our whole life – many of us
suffer continued disappointment and still cannot easily find the love that we seek.
But, finally, we get a dog. And from that moment, our life is changed! The dog is a friend who loves us
unconditionally. Even if the master pays little visual attention or doesn't show his love, the dog is always
devoted to his master. Having a dog changes your world completely. Suddenly – especially for one who
deserves it – your life is filled with joy, brightness, and care. I believe, deep in my heart, that the fate of
each and every person is written long before he is born. Your dog is your destiny!
Astrology can help you choose a friend who gives you happiness. His life becomes part of your life. This
wonderful and knowledgeable book which you now hold in your hands will help you. If you are
interested in horoscopes of your own, your friends' or relatives, you'll understand the intent of this
book. Don't be upset. Start learning the astrology by reading the horoscope of your four-legged friends.
This book will guide you to the right character. It will reveal how to win the heart of your pal, when to
feed him, when to go for a walk. With your greatest friend, you will find a path for happiness.
–Nikolai Drozdov
Internationally known expert and host of the widely popular TV show, “In the World of Animals.” Seen
by tens of millions, it is one of the world’s most viewed animal shows.
This book has a unique appeal to the millions of pet owners in the USA and overseas.
–Lee Solters, noted 'old school' Broadway and Hollywood press agent.
Great health tips. Perfectly matches with my patients. I highly recommend this book.
–Yuliya Zyablykh, D.V.M.
These animated creatures move across your vision so irresistibly lovable.
They are masterpieces of creative art. Brilliantly executed. You’ll never tire
of these delightful pets that echo the spirit of your own.
–Mara Devereux, internationally renowned abstract painter.

